
Management System
Panasonic has established a set of Basic Rules for Response to Customers (compliant with ISO 10002 and JIS Q 10002) 

for responding appropriately groupwide to inquiries and complaints from customers. The Head Office CS Center oversees 

the implementation of these regulations, which apply to all work relating to customer relations in Japan by Panasonic 

or by affiliates that handle products bearing the Panasonic brand. In those business sites in Japan, the company has 

implemented a Customer Management System as a mechanism for utilizing information in management that is received 

from customers. These sites conduct periodic self-audits and make other efforts to improve the quality of customer 

relations.

Overseas, the company has implemented ISO-compliant management systems based on the Basic Rules for Response to 

Customers and tailored to the legal system in each country or region.

Policy
Fundamental Stance on Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Since its foundation, Panasonic’s management philosophy has been to contribute to society through its products and 

services while always putting the customer first. Based on this philosophy, the company strives to improve customer 

satisfaction and offers products, solutions, and services that enrich the lives of people around the world.

When providing customer service, Panasonic strives for sincerity, accuracy, and speed, and acts with humility and 

appreciation. This finds its basis in the principle of “true service” that the company’s founder handed down through his 

words. The company’s fundamental stance is thus to provide customers trust, peace of mind, and satisfaction.

The Fundamental Concept of Customer Satisfaction (The Pursuit of Customer Satisfaction)

The only way for those of us engaged in business to earn trust is to have everyone, regardless of whether they are 

working in the manufacturing division or the sales division, cater completely to the demands of the customers on 

all points and work strictly under the basic rule of producing or selling not even one product that cannot perform its 

function well.

Perfection can be reached only by paying careful attention not only to the manufacturing details but also to where our 

products are going and making efforts to completely satisfy the customers and provide flawless service.

Konosuke Matsushita

August 1940 statement calling for a quality products campaign

(From Matsushita Electric’s 50-Year History)

Service Philosophy (True Service)

The customer’s satisfaction is our satisfaction.

True service resides in mutual satisfaction.

Service is an integral part of any business. A business that does not provide service is no business at all. Service, 

therefore, is the duty and obligation of any business person. But there’s nothing more aggravating than service provided 

only out of a sense of duty. Customers can sense it.

Service means satisfying customers, and when we satisfy our customers, we in turn find satisfaction in a job well done.

Satisfied customers and satisfied employees: This is what constitutes true service.

Konosuke Matsushita

August 1967 issue of PHP Magazine

Customer Relations (Excerpts)
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Responsible Executive and Framework
Panasonic’s executive officer in charge of CS is Executive Vice President Kazunori Takami. (as of July 2015)

The CS Center established at the Panasonic head office and the CS departments established at each of the four Panasonic 

Companies (Appliances, Eco Solutions, AVC Networks, and Automotive & Industrial Systems) cooperate to implement 

Panasonic’s customer satisfaction initiatives. Overseas, the CS departments of Panasonic’s sales companies around the 

world collect local information concerning services and quality, as well as customer requests and so forth. This information 

is used to ensure the quality and safety of products and to help develop products that match the needs of customers in 

each market.

CS staff in Japan and abroad share the knowledge and experience that they have accumulated to endeavor to provide 

better customer service around the world.
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